In an earlier paper, Kang et al. [22] introduced the Value-at-Risk (VaR) framework and applied it to the case of routing a single hazmat trip. In this paper, we develop upon this work in two important ways. First, we show how to apply the VaR concept to a more realistic multitrip multi-hazmat type framework which aims at determining routes that minimize the global VaR value while satisfying equity constraints. Second, we show how to embed the algorithm for the single hazmat trip problem into a Lagrangian relaxation framework to obtain an efficient solution method for this general case. We test our computational experience based on a real-life hazmat routing scenario in the Albany district of New York State. Our results indicate that one can achieve a high degree of risk dispersion while controlling the VaR value within the desired confidence level.
Introduction
Hazardous material transportation planning has been well-recognized as a Low-Probability-HighConsequence (LPHC) problem. A study of available data on hazmat transportation accident statistics in North America reveals that accident probabilities are extremely small, usually estimated at 10 −6 per trip per mile traveled [18] . However, the low likelihood of hazmat accidents results in an insufficient or inaccurate set of historical records to predict the accident probabilities of future hazmat accidents. On the other hand, due to their disastrous consequences, prediction of accident probabilities of hazmat accidents is critical to reduction of societal risk. To illustrate this point further we note that there were only 167,680 hazmat transportation incidents for the ten year period from 2000 to 2009, which resulted in a total of just 133 fatalities and 2,784 injuries, while damage caused was $637, 270, 767 [38] due to the evacuation and cleanup efforts needed after a hazmat accident. Hazmat transport planning has received the attention from numerous Operations
Research and Management Science researchers. Many models have been created, with objectives to minimize the expected risk [4, 20] , maximum risk [14] , and the mean-variance of the risk [14] .
There are some other models that consider balancing hazmat risk and transportation cost [29, 39] .
A common characteristic of all of these approaches is that they focus on a single criterion and rely on hazmat accident statistics being available and accurate.
To overcome the drawback associated with the reliance on the availability and the accuracy of hazmat accident statistics, in a recent paper we have introduced the Value-at-Risk (VaR) concept as it applies to hazmat routing and risk assessment [22] . Our previous paper focused on the introduction of the VaR concept and its application to a single trip case. Here we define a trip as a shipment carrying a type of hazmat from an origin to a destination. In this paper, we expand on our earlier work in two significant directions. First, we demonstrate its application to the multitrip, multi-hazmat situation while considering equity as a constraint. Second, we use Lagrangian relaxation coupled with the single trip solution to develop an efficient algorithm. By building a set of dissimilar paths among the first k shortest paths of each trip, we reduced the search space for optimal solution and significantly reduce the computational effort for large-sized network problem.
Subsequently, computational testing is conducted on a realistic routing scenario in Albany, New York. Our principal finding is that by modest increases in overall VaR value one can achieve quite stringent levels of risk equity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews some directly related literature. In Section 3, we present the mathematical formulation of the generalized routing problems for hazmat transport based on the hazmat VaR model. Sections 4 and 5 develop the corresponding solution framework on a large-sized transportation network. Section 6 contains our computational experience, based upon data in the Albany district of New York State. This experience illustrates the efficiency and effectiveness of our model and summarize our computational results. Finally, Section 7 provides concluding remarks and suggestions for future research.
Literature Review
In this section we briefly review the relevant literature in the area of hazmat routing, equity modeling and dissimilar path generation.
Hamzat Routing
The research on hazardous material transportation problems basically focuses on two main issues: risk assessment and effective routing so as to mitigate risk. Much work has been done in risk modeling with a focus on probabilistic distribution of the risk over given areas -by considering the risk related to the types of hazmat [2] or by using Geographic Information Systems [41] ; impact of the commodities being carried -how to define the impact area [5] , what levels they belong to and what consequences they will bring [23, 30] ; transport modality -by truck, train or freight [2] ; and environmental conditions -the accident probabilities known [32] or unknown [6] ; the risk being varied [14] .
Some prevailing studies emphasize the risk parameters to be measured during the transportation, including minimizing population exposure [34] , expected risk [4] , maximal risk [14] , probability [35] or conditional probability [36] , mean-variance of risk [14] , and risk disutility [14] . Recently researchers have focussed on other considerations like transportation cost or risk equity dispersion [17] .
Some bi-level hazmat transportation models have been developed to study the trade-off between the two conflicting objectives of minimizing transportation cost and risk of the hazmat transport [23, 29, 39] . Another recent direction of study is on building a model which has less reliance on the accuracy of historical accident data. An example of this is the VaR model developed in Kang et al. [22] .
The other main issue is route planning of hazmat trips, which involves a selection among the alternative paths between O-D pairs. Carriers usually focus on the routing problem of singlecommodity single O-D pair trips individually-to select a route between a given O-D pair for a given hazmat type-which is called local route planning [7] . However, the main concern of a government authority is to control the total risk over the population and the equity distribution of this risk over population zones, which can only achieved by simultaneously considering all of the local route planning problems, i.e. through global route planning. Examples of this approach for a single O-D pair and multiple trips of a single hazmat type are papers by Gopalan et al. [17] and Lindner-Dutton, Batta, and Karwan [27] .
Equity Modeling
The concept of risk equity is well defined in Keeney [24] . Keeney expresses equity as the magnitude of the largest difference in the level of risk among a fixed set of individuals. Holding the total risk constant, he focuses on comparing different distributions of that constant total risk across individuals. Several models have been proposed for addressing equity in the context of hazmat transport. Gopalan, Batta, and Karwan [16] develop a model for a single hazmat trip in which the objective is to minimize risk subject to a set of constraints that ensure that the difference in risk borne by population zones is less than a set threshold (equity specification). This model was later generalized by Gopalan et al. [17] to the case of multiple hazmat trips of a single O-D pair. For this situation, Gopalan et al. [17] were able to show empirically that high level of equity can be achieved by fairly modest increase in risk level.
Another method of enforcing equity is to limit the risk associated with a population zone or link. Current and Ratick [9] take such an approach by minimizing the maximum risk for a zone.
Carotenuto, Giordani, and Ricciardelli [8] focus on minimizing the total risk while constraining the risk on each traversed link. Both Current and Ratick [9] and Carotenuto et al. [8] consider a single hazmat trip. Our model is much more general than those proposed above. We allow multiple O-D pairs and multiple trips for each O-D pair. Our method of modeling equity is the same as that used in Gopalan et al. [16] and Gopalan et al. [17] . The other difference is that we use minimization of VaR as our objective. However, our approach can also be used with any other risk measures, including traditional risk as used in the majority of the literature.
Dissimilar Path Generation
The concept of dissimilar paths has been put forward in several contexts other than that of hazmat trips. Kuby, Xu, and Xie [25] apply dissimilar paths to reduce the search space for path-based models in a large, capacitated, multi-commodity network flow model. Lombard and Church [28] suggest generating a number of topologically dissimilar paths to avoid the repeated attempt of infeasible or undesirable paths, in the case of restricted layout problems like the corridor location application.
In the hazmat transport problem, the generation of spatially dissimilar paths is necessary to spread the risk equitably all over the network whenever multiple hazmat shipments are transported from an origin to a destination, and to provide more meaningful alternatives when the "best" path choice is not allowed in varied environments like bad weather conditions. There have been many methods to generate k shortest paths, like Yen [40] . However, Yen's k-shortest path algorithm makes route choices based on transportation distance which results in the spatial similarity among the generated paths. This situation is rather undesirable in hazmat route choices, where the objective is to reduce transportation risk more than transportation cost and highly overlapped road segments would severely increase the consequences of traffic accidents. To overcome this problem, a "p-dispersion" model is proposed by Kuby [26] to maximize the minimum dissimilarity of the paths on a general network. Erkut,Ülküsal, and Yenicerioglu [15] described and made an empirical comparison of ten heuristics for the discrete p-dispersion problem. Akgün, Erkut, and Batta [3] present an improvement by selecting a subset from a large set of candidate paths and use a dispersion model to maximize the minimum dissimilarity among the paths in the subset, and compare their computational result with three other methods, the Iterative Penalty Method [21] , the Gateway Shortest Path Method [28] and Minimax method [25] . Duarte and Marti [11] proposed and solved a similar maximum diversity problem with a constructive semi-greedy algorithm and a tabu search method.
Though the above methods have clearly defined the path dissimilarity, their work are restricted to single criterion, the edge length, and only consider the edges in the definition of dissimilar-ity. Dell'Olmo, Gentili, and Scozzari [10] developed the dissimilarity path problem from a multiobjective perspective and proposed a multi-criteria shortest path algorithm (MSPA) to generate a set of non-dominated paths with the multiple objectives of length and risk. Thyagarajan, Batta, Karwan, and Szczerba [37] consider both spatial and temporal information to determine dissimilar paths for military aircraft during mission ingress. Later on, Martí et al. [30] developed a modified Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) (See Resende and Ribeiro [33] ) heuristic for a bi-objective path dissimilarity problem by making the trade-off between the two conflicting objectives -minimizing the average length of the paths while maximizing the dissimilarity among the paths.
In our model, we apply the dissimilar path concept to reduce the search space of the generalized hazmat VaR model. The generation of the p disperse paths can be generated by any of the above methods. The main difference of our model lies in the generation of the candidate set -the k minimal VaR paths, which cannot be converted into the k shortest path problem. The risk carried by the same route j ∈ C i may be different with different kinds of hazmat. Given a risk confidence level α ∈ (0, 1), the objective of our problem is to find a set of paths to minimize the total VaR over the set of trips S while incorporating VaR equity. To write the VaR equity constraint, we assume that the geographical region defined by the network G can be divided into a set of mutually disjoint zones Z. We define a zone pair ordering as an ordered pair (a, b) of zones a ∈ Z and b ∈ Z. The risk equity constraint is to maintain the difference in total VaR between each zone pair within a set threshold µ. Table 1 presents the mathematical notation used in this paper.
Formulation
In hazmat VaR models, the VaR of each path j ∈ C i of O-D pair i ∈ I carrying a kind of hazmat h ∈ H is defined as
Given a set of candidate paths C i , the corresponding hazmat shipment optimization problem is to solve:
Modeling the risk of traveling path j by an accident probability p h uv and an accident consequence c h uv for each arc (u, v) ∈ j and hazmat type h, Kang et al. [22] 
subject to 
where β The generalized hazmat VaR routing model is difficult to solve due to the risk equity constraint (5) . If this constraint is absent, then the problem can be decomposed into separate routing problems for each hazmat and origin-destination combination, each of which can be solved using the algorithm in Kang et al. [22] . There are many different ways to obtain an equitable set of routes. For example, Gopalan et al. [17] bound the maximum risk sustained by any zone within a set threshold. This constraint offers the advantage of being able to enforce equity between those zones that provide reasonable transport path alternatives. We adopt this risk equity formulation in our model to spread the risk into different zones, but with a different definition of the risk equity parameterŝ β jh αi (z). In our case, the risk of a trip to a zone is the maximal cutoff risk that its path will experience within that zone under the given confidence level α. After segmenting the road segments of the path in each zone, we can calculate the zone VaR valueβ jh αi (z) with the same method for path VaR value β jh αi . The detailed calculation method has been described in Kang et al. [22] .
Determination of Candidate Paths
For the problem (P ) to deliver an optimal solution to the hazmat routing problem, every possible path between every O-D pair must be included. This leads to an unmanageable formulation that requires path enumeration. To circumvent this difficulty we study in this section the problem of finding a reasonable set of paths for each trip for inclusion in the optimization problem (P ). To restate, two objectives are considered in this model. One is still minimizing the total VaR value, and the other is the risk equity, i.e., dispersing traffic flows to reduce the accumulative consequences brought by busy road segments. In other words, we wish to select routes with as small VaR value as possible but also as geographically dissimilar as possible. With this in mind, we provide a twostage candidate paths preprocessing procedure. First we reduce the candidate paths for the trip to the first k minimal VaR paths. Second, from the k minimal VaR paths, we further reduce the candidates to a reasonable number of dispersed paths.
Single Trip Case
We The Removing Path algorithm is proposed by Martins [31] . In this algorithm, in each iteration k, the graph is reconstructed by removing the first 1, · · · , k − 1 paths while keeping the new graph equivalent to the original graph. That means, any path between two nodes in the original graph can be found in the new graph too. Then search the k-th shortest path in the original graph equals to the shortest path problem and can be solved by classic shortest path algorithms like Dijkstra's.
The Deviation Path algorithm is proposed by Eppstein [12] , whose main idea of this algorithm is to obtain the k-shortest path j k from a set of candidate paths composed by the deviation paths of
The Deviation Path algorithm Yen [40] has proved to be an effective method to solve the k-shortest path problem, as it does not need to reconstruct graphs. However, the efficiency of the Deviation Path algorithm is built based on the construction of a partial search space for the k + 1 st path -the set of deviation paths from the neighborhood of the k th best path. Thus it is not necessarily effective in solving problems with objectives other than transportation cost.
In 
In our problem, D j 1 j 2 represents the dissimilarity index between any pair of paths.
where l j denotes the length of path j and d(·, ·) denotes the length of the shared portion of two paths. The problem (8) can be converted into the following formulation:
subject to
The objective of the p-dispersion method is to maximize the minimum distance between any pair of the selected paths. Erkut [13] solved this problem in a two-phase heuristic, by constructing an initial solution as in a greedy-algorithm, and then searching locally to improve the initial solution.
Akgün et al. [3] provided a detailed comparison with three methods commonly-used, the Iterative Penalty Method, the Gateway Shortest Path Method and Minimax. They empirically demonstrate that the p-dispersion method is more effective in generating a set of dissimilar paths. However, a point worth noting is that, unlike the other three methods, the solution generated by the pdispersion method does not necessarily include the least risk path. It may be inappropriate for any decision maker to accept a set of routes not including the best path. This drawback can be overcome by placing restrictions on the size of |M hk αi | and |P h αi |, or by enforcing constraints on the risk threshold.
Multiple Trip Case
Consider a set of trips S to be shipped among O-D pairs I, carrying different hazmat from materials set H. There are |S| candidate sets of minimal VaR routes and |S| subsets of dissimilar VaR routes selected from them. Let these be labeled as P h (1) αi (1) Step 0: Assuming the shortest path l = {s 1 , (s 1 , s 2 
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(b) Minimal VaR Path Algorithm
Step 0: Set k = 1;
Step 1: Determine the shortest path l
the kth shortest path in G 1 (N 1 , A 1 );
Step 2: If k = |M α |, finish the algorithm; Otherwise go to step 3;
Step 3: Use one of the stated procedures to delete l
Step 4: Set k = k + 1, return to Step 1. Step 1: Loop. In iteration k, extract path j k fromT k , calculate the dissimilarity index between j k and all paths in T k , get minimal distance min D k .
Step 3: Stopping rule. Stop ifT = ∅ or k = |P|. Else k ← k + 1, go to step1.
Lagrangian Relaxation Solution Method
With the VaR value of each path and risk equity parameters of each path in each zone determined, the problem can be regarded as an integer programming problem. It can be easily solved with software like CPLEX12.1 for small-or medium-sized road network. Table 2 displays the results of our computational experiments with Java1.6+CPLEX12.1 on a 3.40GHz CPU, 2.00GB RAM computer system:
In order to solve the hazmat VaR problem on a large-sized road network, we apply a branch and bound procedure, converting this problem into a simple traffic flow assignment problem by relaxing the risk equity constraint in a Lagrangian manner, and appending them to the objective function with Lagrangian multipliers (penalties) η ab . We obtain the following Lagrangian relaxation problem:
where β
With given Lagrangian multipliers, the relaxed problem equals to a traffic flow assignment problem and can be easily solved by picking j with the minimum β ′ jh αi value, setting x jh αi to n hi , and all other variables x lh αi such that l ̸ = j, l ∈ P h αi to 0. Usually Lagrangian relaxation can be used to generate a lower bound for the integer programming problem. However, the Lagrangian relaxation of our hazmat trip problem has the integrality property, that means, a solution to the Lagrangian relaxation is naturally integral. Therefore, the Lagrangian formulation can be replaced by the linear programming relaxation. In our solution procedure, we utilize the linear programming relaxation of the original problem (3) as a lower bound, while applying Subgradient Search Algorithm [19] to obtain an upper bound for our problem. Whenever the solution obtained in the Lagrangian relaxation scheme is feasible to the original problem we compute its objective function value with the original objective coefficients and see if it provides an improved upper bound (i.e., it is better than the best solution found so far). The most widely used and successful methods for finding improved multipliers use the concepts of gradient and subgradient search. At iteration 0, we start with all multipliers η 0 ab being zero for all a, b ∈ Z, and at each iteration r > 1, update them as
where {λ r } is a sequence such that
Our computational analysis in Section 6.2 demonstrates that for large-sized network as 1000 × 
Case Study and Experimental Analysis
We provide results from our computational experience based on the data set obtained from the transportation network surrounding the county of Albany, New York. We chose this region because it is a key junction of major interstates and is a hub of hazmat transportation activity. There are altogether seven Interstate and US routes traversing the Albany area and its neighborhoods
Rensselaer, Saratoga and Montgomery: I-90, I-890, I-87, I-787, US-20, US-9 and US-9W. These exhibit a highly variant population density among these areas and a dense transportation network along those routes.
We applied a two segmentation strategy in order to test the affect of geographical zone segmentation to risk mitigation. We separately divide this network into 28 and 7 geographical zones according to the nearby townships in Albany county (See Figure A. 
where the road segment length δ is in miles.
The link consequences are calculated according to population density within the neighborhood around the links. With different radii of spread λ from different hazmats, the endangered area can be described with a whole λ-neighborhood which is a concept developed by Batta and Chiu [5] .
Here we simply compute the link consequence as the function:
where ρ represents the population density in the neighborhood along the road segment (persons 
Candidate Path Generation
Generation of dissimilar candidate set P h αi affects the computation quality and search speed of the route choices. We apply the modified |P h αi |-dispersion method [3] 
Varying P h αi for Fixed M hk αi
We study the case of O-D pair (1, 22) . Table 3 Another observation is that the generation of candidate paths is computationally expensive using the Removing Path Algorithm. Thus there is a need to balance computational efficiency with solution quality. A small number of candidate paths allows a smaller number of VaR candidate paths but needs less computational effort; such a strategy but may exclude good dissimilar paths.
In contrast, a larger number of candidate paths needs more computational effort and may result in a large VaR path set, but typically includes good dissimilar paths.
As shown in Table 4 , the 10 out of 80 set generates solutions with larger minimal path dissimilarity (MiDi), and average path dissimilarity (AvDi). However, its solution requires more computational effort than the other data sets. Thus there is a trade off between solution quality and efficiency. Comparing with TR model, we can see except for the 10 out of 20 set cases. VaR 
Ten O-D Pair Observation

Solution for Generalized Hazmat VaR Problem
For the purpose of risk estimation, we use two types of hazmat, benzyl chloride and toluene, assuming a radius of spread of 1 mile and 3 miles, respectively. In order to compare the sensitivity of the size of the candidate set |P h αi | to the result, we build two sets of P h αi , with 5 and 10 dissimilar paths individually for each type of hazmat between each O-D pair in our case. Both path sets come from the same 30 minimal VaR path set. In each of the geographical zones, we recount the road segments of each path and calculate the corresponding VaR values they bring to each zone. The data sets are formed by using various combinations of dissimilar path sets and types of Table 6 compares the results generated by 5 and 10 sets of dissimilar candidate paths P h αi individually, under different risk threshold µ. In the VaR model, by allowing more paths in the candidate path set, the total VaR we can get for the whole network can be lowered. That is, small dissimilar path sets may exclude low risk paths from being selectable. We note that the TR model gives us an opposite trend.
Impact of Size of P h αi
Impact of Zone Segmentation
In order to compare the impact of zone segmentation to our result, we segmented the network into 7 zones and 28 zones individually. Table 6 shows us in our case study, that with more segmented zones, more evenly the risks are spread, which in turn results in more mitigated VaRs. Comparing with TR model, we found that zone segmentation has a more obvious effect on the VaR model solution.
Impact of Risk Equity Constraint µ
From Table 6 , we have another important observation regarding the risk equity constraints. The risk equity constraint has a more linear effect on the TR model than on the VaR model. For the TR model, a loose µ yields small global risk but will most likely lead to large risk differences between different geographical zones. By contrast, picking a tight value for µ yields a good risk dispersion solution, but may result in infeasibility problems and may not permit the selection of low risk paths. However, in the VaR model, the risk equity constraint effect has no such obvious effect on the total VaR value.
Assume that we have 56 shipments to be shipped among 10 O-D pairs, carrying two different types of hazmats. After the candidate path selection procedure, we chose 5 dissimilar candidate paths for each shipment. The 10 O-D pairs and 5 candidate paths are presented in Table A.2 in Appendix. The problem we face is to select the best path for each shipment so that the total VaR is minimal. Table 7 Table 8 and Table 9 give the cumulative VaR values in each geographical zone and the VaR difference between each zone pair. These two tables further demonstrate that the tight threshold (µ = 1000) generates solutions with risk dispersed more evenly than a looser threshold (µ = 5000). That means, µ = 1000 gives much smaller VaR differences between any zone pair than µ = 5000. WE also note that the case of more zone segments (28 Zones) is more sensitive to the risk equity constraint than having less zone segments(7 Zones).
Computational Analysis
Given In the model proposed by [17] , they provide a heuristic solution procedure to avoid assigning all trips to the same optimal path by iteratively using the solution procedure of the single-trip problem. A similar approach can certainly be used in our situation. There are several directions for future research. One possibility is to relax the underlying 
